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Colyton Parish History Society Newsletter 20 Aug 2020
This month’s edition includes a report on visiting an historic local landmark, news
about Society issues, more poems about Colyton and a request for photographs of
the old mill. Also links to some stories of local history
Sarah Charman, Editor

1. Colyton Parish History Society News
-

Heritage Centre The Heritage Centre will remain closed for the rest of the year and
God willing we will reopen in 2021 for the Summer Season.
Autumn Talks Programme – We have consulted the speakers who were due to
present to the Society this autumn and have agreed with them that their talks should
be postponed until next year. Details of the 2021 talks programme will be published
in due course.

2. Colcombe Well

Looking down on the slumbering green Coly valley from the road which meanders
gently north westwards towards Seaton Junction and on to Shute, you can still see
the site of what used to be Colcombe Castle. Once a fortified house and the seat of
the powerful Courtenay family, Earls of Devon, it was later owned by the influential
Pole family. Today only small vestiges of it remain in the shape of windows and
doors and portions of wal, and you would be hard pressed to spy the ‘well’ which
once supplied the Castle with fresh water.
Parish Councillor and Feoffee, Colin Pady kindly accompanied me on a little
expedition to visit the well – with thanks to the Voysey family who now own the site
and kindly gave us permission to do so. Leaving the Colyton Road we entered the
first field via a gate and descended towards a clump of trees on the right, clambering
gingerly over barbed wire fences and crawling carefully under electrified fencing!
Amazing how flexible you can be when necessary!
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Colin gamely led the way down through the trees to where I could just see a flat
concrete table. I have to say its appearance was a little underwhelming! But a 170
years ago that would not have been the case. An article published in a magazine for
Somerset, Dorset and Devon in 1849-50 by G. P. R. Pulman described the well as it
appeared then:
“Above the castle, in the centre of a clump of trees, and at the bottom of a
small ravine, lies the Well of which we write. It is a small building or cell,
hollowed out of the bank, arched over on the top, and paved in the bottom,
except a small aperture left for the water to rise through. The doorway is a
flattened or Tudor arch, having the usual leaf ornaments, and a plain shield in
each spandrel, dating from AD 1400 to 1450, and the remains of iron hooks
by the side show that a door was originally there. A fine spring of water rises
from the interior and flows in a straight line down the ravine to the castle.
Tradition asserts that a subterranean passage led between this well and the
castle – which may not be unlikely, as the fact of it being shrouded by trees,
and placed in such a hidden situation, would provide a desirable outlet in case
of siege or any of the disturbances that were constantly happening in those
‘good old times’ of civil commotion. It appears more likely, however, to have
been constructed forth purpose of raising a stream of water to the top of the
castle, as the situation of the well is considerably above it.
“During the summer season a visit to this well will be found most interesting.
Flowers of every hue spring around, and a profusion of azure harebells droop
gracefully from the banks; while above, the wild cherry spreads its branches,
covered with delicious scented blossoms, and the prospect is most
enchanting.”
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The article also incorporates a poem under the by-line Colyton, W.H.R. whom I
take to be W. H. Hamilton Rogers:
“From Colcombe’s height how beautiful to view
The winding vale of Coly, maplike spread;
Its ancient town enshrined in dusky hue,
And fine old tower that stately rears its head.
Its glittering streamlet, revelling sportively
Through mead and dell, beneath the woodland height;
While softly distant doth the ocean lie
In stilly form, broad streaked with silver light.
In guardian pride, with darkling foliage crowned,
The circling hills their verdant slopes extend;
While each chaste tint that is in nature found
Doth in the landscape exquisitely blend.”
Intriguingly an 1886 Ordnance Survey map identifies not only the location of the well
but also makes reference to a gatehouse at the entrance to the castle site. If the
gatehouse was anything like the entrance to the Shute estate it must at one time
have featured dominantly in the landscape. Alas there is no sign of it now, although
a chap we later encountered on a tractor assured us there were some traces of a
wall still concealed in a nearby hedge! Significantly there is also no reference on the
map to any ‘Abbey’ remains which suggests the name ‘Abbey’ is a later, possibly
C20th confection.
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3. Colyton poems
“Colyton”, by Joan G. White from her book; ‘Footprints in the Sands of Time’
I can stand on the hill, and downward gaze
On Colyton Church, lying mid a maze
Of houses and garden, and winding alley:
All set in a beautiful bright green valley.
The octagonal tower, could be a crown,
Set on the head of this ancient town.
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The town’s circular walls, denote the Saxon strong,
And standing still witnessed many a wrong.
Like the day when Sprague and Clegg,
were hanged from a tree
Watched by their sorrowing family.
Victims both of the Bloody Assize
To choose Monmouth, those rebels, were perhaps unwise.

The Colcombe Castle on yonder hill, a ruin now,
Where once trod the Courtneys, now treads the placid cow.
Often the Hall rang with shouts of revelry
And mirth, in those far off days of chivalry
A few old walls, mid the farmhouse, topped with tile,
Remain to attest the Baronial pile.

The river Coly like a silvery snake
Slithers through fields, then over weirs does break,
Splaying down in gushing whit foam,
Then glides along, twixt the banks of loam.
Salmon and trout have their habitat,
Along with the sucking Lamprey and Water Rat.

4. Request for Photos
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Ian Styles who is currently redeveloping the old town mill would be grateful for any
photographs which members of the History Society or their families may have of the
building from years gone by. Also any images of when it was in use as furniture
factory. If you do have any photos or memories of the mill please let us know on and
we will pass them on (sarah.charman@yahoo.co.uk or
Jacqueline.mccullogh@btinternet.com)
.

5. Recent News Items of local historic interest which you may have
missed
a) Mary Anning’s ‘poo’ letter auctioned. A letter dating from 1829 by Mary Anning,
the world famous fossil hunter who was born in Lyme Regis, describing coprolites
she had found, has sold for £100,000 at auction https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/ukengland-dorset-53648246
b) Mystery of the source of the giant sarsen stones at Stonehenge has been
solved https://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/archaeology/stonehengestones-sarsen-archaeology-a9644436.html
c) Quilling – the practice of inebriating voters in order to get their backing at the polls –
the word has now been added to the Oxford English Dictionary thanks to the efforts
of Exeter based historian Dr Todd Gray. It is thought to refer to the use of a quilltype implement to get alcohol out of a barrel and was particularly used in Exeter,
where elections were fiercely fought, and in Devon. Quilling led to violence and
locals being accused of debauchery. This “treating” is now banned under electoral
law https://www.devonhistorysociety.org.uk/news/quilling/
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d) Centenary of Norman Lockyer observatory The Sidmouth based observatory was
first opened in 1912 but was renamed ‘the Norman Lockyer observatory’ by his son
James on the death of his father on 16 August 1920.
https://www.sidmouthherald.co.uk/news/norman-lockyer-observatory-cenetenary-16788546

